
Question 4: What things (criteria) do you think should determine 
whether an individual should be able to get a wage supplement? 

r e ~ 

sthere ~ 

~ 
a. 

~ \ T~ve ~s independent expert assessor, drawing on a consistent Wage Assessment )y nowledge the Labour Inspectorate's concerns that they may not have the 
ertise - this expertise will need to be developed. 

ould continue to be provided by the Government, although we are agnostic as to which 
overnment agency it should sit within. It could be contracted to an expert provider, for 

example an industrial psychologist or an occupational therapist. 

C) 
c. What kind of Government oversight should be applied to employers making 

use of a wage supplement? Which Government agency or agencies do you 
think should fulfil this role? 

6 

Any oversight needs to be carefully considered for the compliance burden that it will bring. A 
key component of promoting employment of people with disabilities is to remove disincentives 
or complexity for employers. Annual reporting and reviews by the independent expert 
assessor mentioned above would likely be appropriate. 



Additional Comment 

1 



For our employees 

() typical!~· r ar. Currently, many of our employees take more than this, and we can 
all · c · y sick leave far in excess of their entitlement as their wage rate is low. This lets 
h tak onal time off without fear of impacting their wellbeing as they have access to 

· i g government support through the supported living payment. 

a wage supplement scheme, however, employees will be much more reliant on their 
employment for their income - and we will not be able to afford to pay them for extended amounts 

(\. abatement is designed. The outcome shouldn't just be about total take home pay- it's about 
~ quality of life. 

Workers will become more reliant on their employment for their livelihood 
- what support will be available for them to make this transition? 
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relati · with the Government will change, as it will be effectively purchasing employment 

~ 
us. I c ntives on Business Enterprises will shift from a commercial focus based on contracts 

· ommercial partners, to a compliance focus aimed at meeting any requirements to 
a ss the subsidy. 

Surviving Government budget pressures 

Over the past fifteen years, Government cost pressures have meant that our contracts with MSD 
have not been able to increase, either from a CPI adjustment perspective, or to increase the 
number of workers we are able to subsidise. 

We suspect that this trend will continue under a wage supplement approach. 

In particular, we are concerned about what will happen when the Government enters a more 
fiscally challenging environment and needs to look for areas to make budgetary savings, 
particularly given the potentially significant and enduring cost of this subsidy. 
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What happens when we enter a downturn and Government budgets are 
under pressure? 

10 

Inability to grow or develop our business 

• 

• 

Cashflow and working capital 

• How will the supplement be paid to us, and when? The Swedish example has subsidies paid 
monthly in arrears. This would have a significant impact on our cashflow, with higher levels 
of incomings and outgoings meaning that we will need to hold a higher level of working 
capital. We will need to source this from somewhere. 



Will any supplement include allowance for these additional costs? 

Individually, these may seem like minor inconveniences. However, we are a,_,...,,,.,., .... ,. ~~ 
margins. A collection of a few of these modest cost increases are likely t 
challenge our ongoing longer viability and may require us to either focus n more ~ 
productive workers, or exit the market entirely. <S')__ V 

For Government ') v ~ 
A shift in the Government's role ~ 
where it supports people who need it to on ·t i c subsidi a u o private 
enterprises - for perpetuity. 

support or purchase partic~I tcom , · ut signi ·c t c i g into our business as 

Creation of a subs· · e · u () 

highlighted above. ~ 

This shift in ro · er ificant o for o ent, establish a subsidised industry, and 

impactin ~ er. le it is t · p. 

e ,s\:fu ent su 'dy · e t to be permanent (that is, paid as long as a person is 
d c mpared to nature of subsidies already administered by the Ministry 

·o ers requ1 · addition upport re-entering the labour market. 

as consid r~o: · en to the impact of this novel approach to wider Government policies, 
partic i ~ ,on of an enduring subsidy? For example, New Zealand has signed up to 
if]t eements which disallow subsidisation of exports - would a wage supplement 

vent exporting any products? 

ning the very outcomes it wishes to achieve 

t importantly though, this change risks driving Business Enterprises out of business, resulting 
in 900 fewer employment opportunities for people with disabilities who struggle to find work, 
undermining the government's own goals of promoting more, and sustainable, employment. 

Our own review of the United Kingdom experience of a subsidised model has shown that virtually 
all specialised disability employment businesses have ceased operation since the introduction of 
the scheme. 

Question 10: Which do you prefer? 

We prefer the Minimum Wage Exemption - with a few changes, namely: 

• A standardised wage assessment tool and process 
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' The distribution of people receiving Disability Support Services is skewed towards high deprivation deciles - Ministry of Health, Demographic 
Information of Clients Using the Ministry of Health's Disability Support Services .p.ix. South Auckland generally has poorer economic 
outcomes, with high levels of unemployment, low levels of educational attainment, and lower than average household income. 
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Our operating model fills a niche - offering employment to marginalised 
groups and filling bespoke labour-intensive product requirements. 

To be able to do this, we are supported by the Ministry of Business, Innovation, and Emplo 
the Ministry of Social Development 

• 

• Removed surplus non-supervisory staff 

• Emphasised a slim management structure, with the majority of management working part time. 

Through these efforts we have reduced our overheads by more than $1 million since 2008 and 
managed to cope with static subsidies in an environment of generally rising costs. While this is a 
significant achievement on our part, it also means we have very little 'fat' left to trim should we need to 
seek any more efficiencies. 
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... with a focus on growth and opportunities for our workers 

• 

• 

• 

Edvance Workplace Education 

We want to further grow the number of people we are able to employ, through growing to meet 
demand for both our services and for employment, and by developing innovative new products. 

• We have access to an adjacent second site, and have demand from both disabled jobseekers 
and corporate clients to increase our operations. We think that there is very real demand to 
increase our headcount. There is currently unmet demand for our services and an opportunity to 

16 



We are ready to grow and provide mor·e 
workers - but we need support from 

17 



Improving employment outcomes 

~:: c~n~:~h: th:::~p=a~ ~o~o~::~ ~u:mes for peoP, , ~ a ~~ 
wellbeing of our workers, our ongoing financial viability, and the role that the ov e lays 1n "'. 
holistic manner. In particular, the proposals as currently put forward pose ver r ris tti o~era~II 

supporting those less able - and ultimately risk reducing the options~ · le to th with si ifican V 
disabilities. V 

Clarity around what we are trying to achieve 

change. The primary objective of the consultatio do ars to b o use 
wage exemption, without enough considerati i tcome . e tl I ve 
should be on improving employment out me r I a workers H ~ ly. 

Any review of the Minimum Wage Exempt1 e d to look th e f m ork and how all 

Payment. This would inc~ud g a <) 
• Improving access to · ploy~ 

• Availability of r I port to ~ ay in employment 

• Flexibilit - nsi i n of the e ce between employment and social support, 

: t n do~als consid~ '\; component of a complex social support infrastructure, in 
tion s carrie ry re:i\~The proposals should be considered against the ultimate 

outco f i ellbeing and employment outcomes for people with disabilities. 

~ n~ \;i risks and unintended consequences 

~ Th /~ ment emphasises the need for any change to not result in any worker being 

e e it does not consider a range of potential impacts from the proposed approach which have a 

~ • our employees, who will become more reliant on employment for their livelihood, with reduced '0 flexibility and increased requirements to manage their own money 

• Business Enterprises, which are likely to be subject to relatively significant additional costs, 
coupled with ongoing budgetary pressure from central government, which will impact on their 
ongoing viability 
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• the Government, which will be either subsidising an industry for perpetuity, or driving Business 
Enterprises out of business resulting in fewer employment opportunities for people with 

disabilities. ~ 

We detail these in our response to the specific questions on the wage supplement :;:~ ~ 

Reviewing the framework for employing pe~~ ~ 
with intellectual disabilities - ~ ~ 
We agree that the framework governing the employment and~u ~• with Intel~ D 
disabilities should be reviewed. But any review must have th b ~~isa~~ 

:::~:rting people with disabilities getting in~o ~n sta~in ~ Q 
employment ~ \_ ~ 
The most recent statistics show that labo r m r e s continu~R!" o r for people with 
disabilities and, consequently, for their fa 1 ·es. ~V 

Based on the most recent labour.=t sta · 1c , disabled t e as likely to be 
unemployed. This hides the I ent, a only 25% f"~ e e are currently participating 
in the labour force (cornc,aFt:icwo 70% of the ~ n)2 

Stacistics New Zealand, labour Force Statistics (Disability), June 2018 . h11r,s ,,_, tats..112tllJ;:,1nforma.u,;in-,~~tl_la~~~ 
~@ru!!.L iuce-201a "uarlll.' 

''Disability Support System Transformation: Proposed High Level Design and Next Steps' Cabinet Paper, June 2017. 
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current settings significantly under serve demand, with artificial constraints on the number of people 
we are able to support into employment. 

The current proposals do not adequately address this. ~ «( 
We need to be taking a coherent look across the system > \ 
Any review needs to focus on the wellbeing of the worker, and take a cohere~t a r s e tire {? ....--
allowance) and employment arrangements. Continuity of supported de · · n-maki · an essential \) 
framework - including both social supports (through the supported living pay d t e isability ~0 
ingredient of a successful remuneration model. () 

The Enabling Good Lives trial offers lessons here. 

Good progress has been made on this front, in a numb t d compl t I refo · e 

example of this is the 'Enabling Good Lives' tria · tti I c I region 

This trial is founded on co-design princip~ls, I( · isabled pe R,t___EN nd ·r w anau, to gain 
an understanding of: , \> 
• the diversity among disable le an · whanau, 

• their desired experienc i Q ith referen O ·s "Ii support system 

• the system shifts th ~~ ired to e spirations 

Government ~n a , . 

Given I co ~ orm el~ are we making changes in isolation? 

pr s, by contr~1 ing to address a single component in isolation of 
nside · wider system - · reference to what the people who have gained employment 

a · ess Ente · es, or the· whanau, actually want. Any changes to the Minimum Wage 
on proc s ho I b veloped with input from our workers and their whanau and carers, 

() fully co ide ~ lrlV'"'""•" on the wider system and on Business Enterprises. 

Focus· i s n le component of the system could result in a few different outcomes: 

s · ,c additional cost to the government. 

a nor increase in financial income for some workers, coupled with significant disruption and 
reduced flexibility for workers with intellectual disabilities 

a reduction in the amount of available employment opportunities for intellectually disabled 
workers - leading to increased isolation and reduced social connection and reductions in overall 
wellbeing. 

We need to ensure that those who need support are getting it. We note that the financial implications 
of the change have been redacted from the available documents, however we assume that it will 
require additional Government funding . 
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Is shifting to a wage subsidy regime for the 900 currently employed the 
best use of additional funding, when there are at least 5,500 dis 
people unable to find work? 

• 

rmlltor.1m.it, and career advancement for persons with disabilities in the 
nee in finding, obtaining, maintaining and returning to 

is is not "equal remuneration for work of equal value". 
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government makes the assessment in consultation with the employer. The employer can also 
get reimbursement for additional costs of up to about 7 euros per employee per day.8 

• The Netherlands has historically operated a wage subsidy scheme, but has reported t 
UNCRDP that it is in the process of shifting to a Minimum Wage Exemption sche 
improve employment outcomes for disabled workers. The Netherlands experie ce ~,~u,.::,,: 

wage subsidies create significant complexity for employers, and come at a 
cost which could be more effectively targeted.9 And while they might ap e 
to concerns about protecting employee rights, they work against the obligati 
employment. 

ere are r~ · is wrong. The recent shift by the Netherlands emphasises that a Minimum 
Wages·o a ries a number of benefits. We need to consider the issues that we are attempting 
to~ss istically, and we need to jointly, across employers, government, and workers, 

approach - looking across the full suite of employment and social supports to ensure 
~ H \1e and comprehensive framework that puts the outcome for the worker at its heart. 

~ \S entifying the problems 
~ • The discussion documents identifies four main 'identified issues' with the Minimum Wage 

Exemption Permit: 

8 Angelov and Eliason, 'The effects of targeted labour market programs for job seekers with occupational disabilities', IFAU Working Paper 2014:27 

v CRPD/C/NLD/1 Initial report submitted by the Netherlands under article 35 of the Convention, due in 2018, accessed: 
b.t!P..dltpJn.t~eJ,2!1~,lllilL.J?i,.YQuls/trea1:&ow&temr-l Down\ a~a~l!x?s , 11bolno=CRPQ%2FC0f2~L.0'o._2f:1~..\,a.!1!Ee.n 

1~ Ibid. 
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s g(2)(a) 

s 9(2)(k) 

Feedback for MSD on Wage Supplement 

s 9(2)(a) 

ovation of dedicated staff, and the support of the wider community we 

have ncrease the productivity and sustainability of our Social Enterprise despite the 

li~ 't fun · eived from MSD (no increase for over 10 years). 

~ c . discontinuing the MWEP's s 9(2[(a) ======================- depends on 
::> ~ at a ernatives are decided 

s 9"(21(a~ 

DOL inspectors were very complimentary ofs 9(2~ a assessment process for MWEP and it 

is hard to imagine this being a generic process for such a wide range of abilities. 

Any wage supplement would have to be ongoing -we would need certainty that we wouldn't 

suddenly be required to pay our supported employees the full minimum wage. Our social enterprise 

runs at a loss already and so if we were to pay the full amount ourselves we would cease to operate. 

We would also want some kind of guarantee that Section 66A would be applied. There are 

ramifications because our client benefits are split between them and ourselves. Currently they 



receives 9(2)(a) . If their benefits 

were to be abated then we would have to invoice them for this amount. 

s 9(2)(a) 

our employees would be best assessed on their 

standard rate applied across the board (Clause 25). Our 

(2) a),_~----------~~-----

If they were to have their benefits abated and we had to charge them this would be very difficult to 

manage. It would also create work for WINZ as the amount they earn can vary quite significantly 

each week. 

Currently they are taxed at a secondary rate for their income from s 9(2r(a) 

more administrative input from us for tax rate increases for the benefit portion. 

. It will entail 



Conclusion 

s 9(2)(a) has always provided a wrap around model of support for our clients on an 

individual basis including work, home life, social interaction and interests. This does incur significant 

additional costs; borne solely by us. 

Our Social Enterprise is regarded as a successful model of disability support despite the lack ~ 

vocational funding. 

S

1t
9
is(

2
a)(wa)ell known fact that work plays an important part in a person's<)self este eel mee·not 

0

. f~(? ~ 
includes gainful employment as a support /therapy tool to,,,as ~ 

challenging behavior. _,,,.----.. 
V 

Discontinuing the MWEP may be the best option, but only if t e'°p\Y · - · j ations ar 

defined and addressed in an easily understood manner. & ©J 
s 912)1a) 

s_9J2)(l< 
s 9(2)(k) 

~ <!!f).e new rti~~opied from a Canadian website dated >"'July 2018 

When the Ontario government raised the minimum wage, it also terminated an exemption for organizations providing 
'obs to the intellectually or physically disabled. 

As a result, The Globe and Mail reports, most of these organizations "have opted to stop hiring people with cognitive 
disabilities." Not only was hiring stopped, community centers and non-profits were also forced to let go of their 
existing disabled workers. The parents of these disabled workers organized a protest demanding exemptions from the 
government's unfair minimum wage law, since no employer could afford to pay their disabled adult children $14 per 
hour. 

As no exemption has yet been granted, the clear result of the new minimum wage policy was to cut down the most 
vulnerable workers in the province by destroying the jobs that provided them with income and self-esteem. 



s 9(2)(ba)(i) 

30 April 2019 

Hon. Carmel Sepuloni 
Minister for Disability Issues and Minister for Social Development 
Parliament Office 
Private Bag 18888 
Parliament Buildings 
Wellington 6160 

RE: Wage Supplement Consultation 

Dear Minister Sepuloni 

employees. s 

s 9(2J(l<J 

@
1. t there is stinction between a person with a physical disability and a 

tual disability within the current legislation. This has a significant 
rmance and productivity as a person with an intellectual disability is 

r~ s productive or able in our experience. 
2 h i i al documentation from Government (Discussion document: A wage supplement 

as native to Minimum Wage Exemption permits 2019) 

~ e ould question just how much impact further education and training will have on assisting 

ople with an intellectual disability into employment. Most school leavers with an intellectual 

1sability have already had up to 16 years of schooling under the Ministry of Education. We do not 

believe many or if even any, have been able to attain Level 1 on the NZQA framework. Having 

significant difficulties in learning and the retaining of information is part and parcel of having an 

intellectual disability. Further academic input seldom creates more employable people. If there is 

some evidence that particular education and training works then that's great and it definitely should 

be pushed and promoted but we suspect that on job, practical, functional training still works best. 



2.2 One of our main concerns with the Wage Supplement systems proposed is that there will be no 

room for pay relativity for workers under the scheme with their peers. No matter how conscientious 

or productive a person is they will earn exactly the same amount as the least productive. The only 

thing that will influence the pay packets at the end of the week is hours worked. This is not fair or 

just. Nor will employers be able to expect anyone to work harder or encourage them to be more 

productive if there is absolutely no incentive for workers to do so. I think this is the 

argument for retaining a MWE scheme, it is the fairest for peer to peer pay relativ~~ij o pay 

relativity against workers in the open market. I'm not so sure workers in open l<orJ~\!'~t(}>e 

happy to be on the same pay packet as someone who works alongside them ~dJe\i.. i~,Aiflcant 

amount of accommodations and support due to their intellectual disa~ "-'and 1s.\ rnab le to 

particularly productive. 

2.3 How would the wage supplement work? (Page 8) 

2.3.1 As employers, how would we know who would 

the current wage assessment tool is abolished an 

the supplement be? Would someone who i 

minimum wage by the government? 

2.3.3~ 1s ~ r ay rel~ 1vi e en intellectually disabled employees and supervisors -

will r e t a funding t ~ e . 

~ ~ 
enera~ bse ions· 

~ .1 The wa s ~ 1s carried out by trained persons with experience in disability and in 

~ empl@ n~ 

~~erience the current wage assessment tool that we use does allow for wages to increase 

~~ience is gained from time in the job. 

s 9(2~ a) does not reduce pay rates as the individuals working abilities 

deteriorate over time. 

3.4 We do ensure good working conditions -we make accommodations for each individual 

employee, not docking wages for appointments, lateness, social events, etc. 

3.5 The OIA indicated that there were 1508 MEWP's granted over the last three years. These were 

mainly reissues and not new permits. They refer to at least four people being on an hourly rate of 92 

cents an hour -this will be an assessed hourly rate of 92 cents but this does not mean the employee 

is being paid that. An example could be; an employee's assessment comes in at a rate of $1.22 per 

hour but as per agreement withs 9-2 a 's union no one is paid under ~ -'-'•'-•~-------~~ 



$1.25 per hour. This also means for those who are on lower assessments they are not disadvantaged 

by having to pay tax and this does not affect their benefit 

3.6 The assessments are not a 'tick box' exercise, the assessment tool used is approved by MBIE and 

there are interactive criteria that must be met. To our knowledge the Labour Inspectors who verify 

and approve the MWE Permits are experienced in disability, particularly in intellectual disabi ities. In 

thes 9(2)(a)'---- our inspectors 9(2) , is extremely professional and knowledgeable 

assessing our permits. 

funding for the last 15 years and this has put increasing strain on these Busi 

benefits this provides. 

4. Closing statement 
Without clear examples of the 
fully informed submission. 



30 April 2019 

Cargill 
Enterprises 
The social business. 

199 Hillside Road, South Dunedin 9012 
PO Box 2038, South Dunedin 9044 
+64 3 455 5119 
cargillenterprises.co.nz 

Disabled Citizens 
Society (Otago) Inc 
tla Cargill Enterprises 
Not-for-profit 

Cargill Enterprises submission <\~ 

Minimum wage exemption permit alte~~ V 

- a fit for future mod ~ () 

up model for people with physical ~ sory 1mpa~·r land is to be 

commended. ~ \V V 
We understand the ne~ · ce wit t~ jectives regarding the right of 

persons with disa~b-ies ccess ~~ and the intent to improve income 
disparity betw n ~1 1sabled e and typical employees within New Zealand. 

The aim to · e · s of disa an,nD7'..n e ·ncluding access to permanent employment, 

· · ve an~r te good life for both people with intellectual disability and 

abilit~li ~ 
urrent pts to provide employment by allowing employers to establish equal 

ay for f e u alue (CRPD Target 8.5). This is carried out using a common 

ind~i assessment tool that is both moderated and approved by MBIE, the 

e s wa es are expressed as a percentage (up to 100% or the same right to earn 

· u wage as non-disabled workers) of the minimum wage so automatically adjusted with 

hanges to the minimum wage nationally but we note that whilst government refuse to 

djust the abatement levels relative to the NZ minimum wage this creates an additional problem 

and stress for our employees including them requesting we do not increase their wages. 

The practical and consistent wage assessment tool (used for 750 of the 900 wage permits) 

makes observations such as cognitive ability, dexterity, levels of output, supervision needs and 

the like. (see appendix 1) the results of using this process are that employers and businesses 

can then quote and obtain work (in the free market) with the knowledge that their costs are 



comparable and competitive with like businesses, thus creating more employment 

opportunities. 

Cargills does not see this process as discrimination, the transparent process results in equal 

pay for work of equal value when accessed impartially against non-disabled workers. 

transparent organisation, this is simply not the case. /;::'( 
Discrimination implies people with ID are being taken advantage of and in our accou~n, 

Wages are then abated according to WINZ banding and Household Income i > ~ 
Funding, housing and other benefits are also assessed on a need~b is. \) , 

This model allows a combination of fulltime employment, ed~c . a . nal traini~ I 
for people with intellectual disabilities who are disprop ~ nged o ~ 
wellness programmes and supported employment initiative r o o usin~ se ) 

employment. \.V ,V 
We would note that the risk of addressing all h ability ~e o neous group 
and attempting to develop a one size fits s vast! · er ~ e complexities of 

this exercise and does not take into ount~~nA"i,0 ople w· · I disability have 

over and above those with I i · 1ty. 

Cargills also note that · h~ae ~ lectually disabled staff been 
en 1cials ~pt been made to communicate the 

complexities ent pr o o one to one or workshop basis. 

We can see ~ WD) and confused by the uncertainty of government 

~~ osal to e ~ e top-up system that in effect provides the same outcome as the 

~orted@~ t begs the question as to what problems the Minister is trying to solve. 

Los~~~d the closure of supportive adaptive workplaces like Business Enterprises 

~ ~II levels of ID will have serious and perverse outcomes for Intellectually disabled 

I these inclusive workplaces currently provide ; 

~ • Vocational training programmes for all staff '0 • Numeracy and literacy programmes (Level 1 and 2 ) 

• Supports for people with larger barriers to employment 

• Acceptance and inclusion of all people 

• Pastoral care 

• Wellbeing and social programmes 



Preamble 

The Minimum Wage Exception Permit scheme (MWE) has been in place since 2007 and has helped 
to ensure approximately 900 intellectually disabled people have maintained meaningful employment 
over this time. Moreover, people have enjoyed many of the benefits that come from being employed 
including, vocational training, employer led education, wellness initiatives, regular social a 
wellbeing oversight, developing friendships and a range of specific supports that most 
employers do not and will not offer with regards to ID needs. 

ar~ill ~~es s a employer and holds 9% of MWEP in New Zealand. 
We ;~ D on our HR books that desire employment with us as part of their Good Life 

le · o take up employment with Cargills go through a typical recruitment process. This involves 
('\' terview and in some cases, like school leavers s 9'(2 (a some work experience. This allows 
,V oath transition from school into employment. 

t also allows both parties to plan for sucess and a better understand of the employees skills, 
employment goals, and workplace accommodations, it allows for dialogue to realise the most 
appropriate job match. 
An Employment contract is offered at the end of this process if all are in agreement. 

Its not uncommon for us to have emotional encounters with parents who thought job options for 
their children with ID were hapless and then to learn there are in fact caring, inclusive employers 
who offer the particular supports needed for their children who have now matured to young adults. 



Central to being a supportive employer is the notion of "reasonable accomodations". The most 
common workplace accommodations that are utilsed include adaptive workplaces, personal supports 
and flexible hours, the new employee and their supports will negotiate the hours that can be worked, 
taking into account the nature of disability, medication, and other like factors. 

All our employees have individual employment agreements {IEA) and personal training P, 

ensure we understand their goals and aspirations, we recognise areas for development t 
job or task. match for each individual. Training plans are reviewed as part of a pe 
employment which often coincides with the review of their MWEP. We offer o t 
development and training, including literacy and numeracy (The Cargill Aca 
unit standards and Otago Polytech Micro Credentials. We also suppo t peopl 
'open' employment via supported employment services as we desir ~I 
the employment journey and not necessaraly the destination. 

Summar of Three T 

sidy rate for every employee). 

a number of challenges associated with this option. Firstly, there is the development of a 
1sed assessment process. However, there is already a well-developed assessment process 

is commonly used and has been accepted as fair by employees and their supports alike. 

The next issue to consider is who would be the most appropriate third party or impartial administer 
to oversee the process, including the unbiassed verification and moderation of each assessment. 

There is also the issue of pay relativity. With an equality of outcome model were all employees are 
being paid minimum wage irrespective of productivity, those in supervisory roles will need to have a 
wage adjustment to ensure there is an appropriate level of relativity. There is some financial 



modelling required in order to establish a fair and equitable gap between shop floor staff and their 
supervisors and their impact on Business Enterprises 

Option 2: Tiered support and banding of individual employees 



Summary 

2. 
wage 

Kind regards 

Geoff Kemp 
CEO 

ise epresentatives 
ent and in doing so 






